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Abstract
Sexual reproduction in flowering plants is fundamental to seed formation. After fertilization, the
embryo is enclosed and develops in a seed together with a triploid tissue – the endosperm. In animals,
early embryogenesis is well-known to be controlled by maternal RNA and proteins deposited in the
ovule before fertilization. Even after the activation of zygotic genome, paternal and maternal genome
do not play interchangeable roles. A few genes affecting embryo growth and development are
transcribed either from maternally or paternally inherited alleles only. Such genes are example of the
well-known phenomenon of gene imprinting. In plants, imprinting is well documented in the
endosperm. The role of parent-of-origin contributions to gene expression has been studied less
extensively in embryo. The aim of this work is to critically assess current knowledge of parent-of-origin
contributions to embryo development in different plant species.
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Abstrakt
Pohlavní rozmnožování je důležitým procesem vzniku semen u krytosemenných rostlin. Embryo se
vyvíjí v semeni spolu s triploidním pletivem – endospermem. U živočichů je časný vývoj embrya řízen
mateřskou RNA a proteiny uloženými ve vajíčku před oplozením. Mateřský a otcovský genom nemají
zaměnitelné role ani po aktivaci genomu zygoty. Některé geny ovlivňující růst a vývoj embrya jsou
přepisovány jenom z maternálně nebo paternálně zděděné alely. To je příkladem fenoménu genového
imprintingu. U rostlin je imprinting dobře znám z endospermu. Rodičovský příspěvek ke genové expresi
v embryu byl studován méně intenzivně. Tato práce si klade za cíl kriticky zhodnotit aktuálně dostupné
informace o rodičovském příspěvku ve vývoji embrya u různých druhů rostlin.
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Introduction
Plants have colonized places as diverse as the shores of Antarctica and the Sahara Desert. Their life
cycles have adapted to different environmental conditions. A diploid sporophytic and a haploid
gametophytic phase alternate in plant life cycle.
Life of a sporophyte begins as a single cell – the zygote. Its divisions give rise to an embryo – a structure
with both root and shoot primordia. Even at this stage, remarkable structural diversity is found in
various species. Maternal plant provides energy to the embryo in its first days of development. Embryo
is a part of a seed along with a triploid tissue, the endosperm. When a seed matures, it leaves maternal
plant. It may be carried by wind or animals to a spot where it germinates. Seeds of various species
germinate in different conditions. For example, orchid seeds depend on infection by mycorrhizal fungi.
Throughout its life, a plant cannot leave the place where it germinated and is challenged by diverse
stress conditions. Finally, it undergoes a vegetative-to-reproductive transition and forms flowers that
will eventually bear seeds to restart the life cycle as a new generation.
Reproductive organs in flowers produce spores, which develop into the haploid gametophyte phase.
Male spore gives rise to a pollen grain. Attached to a pollinator or brought by wind, as it lands on
stigma, it is rehydrated and forms a pollen tube. The pollen tube carries male gametes, sperm cells, to
the female gametophyte, called embryo sac. Even though structurally diverse in various species, it
commonly consists of 4 cell types: an egg cell, a diploid central cell, synergids and antipodes. Thanks
to an intense communication between male and female gametophytes, a pollen tube reaches an
embryo sac. After pollen tube burst, sperm cells are released and freed to fuse with female gametes.
Fusion of a sperm cell with the egg cell produces the zygote. The second sperm cell fuses with the
central cell and gives rise to the endosperm.
It is known that parental genomes do not contribute equally to gene expression in the endosperm.
Genomic imprinting is widespread in the endosperm. For many genes, only paternally or maternally
inherited alleles are expressed. However, the phenomenon of parent-of-origin contribution to gene
expression has been studied less extensively in the embryo.
This thesis reviews current knowledge on parent-of-origin contributions to gene expression in the
embryo in different plant species.
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1. From gamete to embryo
Double fertilization is a unique characteristic of angiosperms. Female gametes – the egg cell and the
central cell – reside in an embryo sac in ovules. Synergids surrounding the egg cell release molecules
that mediate communication and attraction of pollen tubes. Pollen tubes carry two male gametes –
sperm cells. As pollen tubes burst, sperm cells are freed to adhere and fuse with the egg cell and the
central cell. After fusion of male and female membrane, male and female nuclear fusion – karyogamy
– takes place in both zygote and central cell, which develop into embryo and endosperm, respectively.

1.1 Gamete adhesion and fusion
In Arabidopsis thaliana, molecular details of gamete fusion are still not completely understood. After
release from the pollen tube, sperm cells are connected and need to be separated before fusion.
Separation can be direct, followed by an adhesion to the egg cell and the central cell. Alternatively,
sperm cells can adhere to a female gamete as a pair and one of them undergoes repositioning and
separation after stagnation (Huang et al., 2015). A transmembrane protein GEX2 localized on sperm
plasma membrane is crucial to gamete adhesion (Mori et al., 2014). In response to pollen tube burst,
the egg cell releases EC1 proteins by exocytosis (Sprunck et al., 2012). These proteins may be involved
in separation and activation of sperm cell pair (Cyprys et al., 2019).
EC1 proteins cause HAP2/GCS1 to relocalize from the endomembrane system to sperm plasma
membrane (Sprunck et al., 2012). HAP2/GCS1 is a conserved single-pass membrane protein that is
involved in fusion of male and female gametes (von Besser et al., 2006). AtHAP2/GCS1 induces
plasmogamy of mammalian cells which normally do not fuse (Valansi et al., 2017). This indicates its
direct role in the fusion process as a fusogen. Interestingly, it is structurally homologous to class II viral
fusogenic glycoproteins (Valansi et al., 2017). Their extracellular part is composed of three domains –
a central DI domain surrounded by DII and DIII domains. DII tip is inserted into target membrane prior
to fusion. Class II viral glycoprotein insertion induces membrane curvature and formation of a fusion
pore (Kielian, 2006). Evolutionary analysis revealed unexpected diversity in membrane-inserted
segment (Fedry et al., 2018). In flowering plants, an amphipatic α-helix interacts with target (female
gamete) membrane. Recently, DMP8 and DMP9 were shown to facilitate HAP2-mediated gamete
fusion, with greater effect on the sperm-egg cell fusion over sperm-central cell fusion (Cyprys et al.,
2019). Fusion of sperm cells with the egg cell and the central cell seem to be coordinated, which
implies communication between gametes (Huang et al., 2015). A novel method of mutant screening
based on vanillin staining is promising to discover more genes involved in the process of gamete fusion
and fertilization (Liu et al., 2020).
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Gamete adhesion and fusion remain largely unexplored in other plant species, mainly as a result of
gamete inaccessibility and limitations in microscope technology. Study of post-fusion processes in
other plant species is mostly based on in vitro fertilization experiments.

1.2 Karyogamy
Fusion of sperm cell and egg cell induces a transient increase in calcium concentration in Arabidopsis
thaliana (Denninger et al., 2014) and Oryza sativa (Ohnishi and Okamoto, 2017), which possibly
activates the egg cell. Sperm cell nucleus moves towards egg cell nucleus and fuses. Actin cytoskeleton
has been discovered to be crucial for nuclear migration in A. thaliana (Kawashima et al., 2014), O.
sativa (Ohnishi and Okamoto, 2015), Nicotiana tabacum and Zea mays (Peng et al., 2017). In contrast
to most animal species, microtubules are dispensable for karyogamy in zygotes of both O. sativa
(Ohnishi and Okamoto, 2015) and A. thaliana (Kawashima et al., 2014). In rice egg cell, actin filaments
continuously move from cell cortex toward the nucleus (Ohnishi and Okamoto, 2017). This movement
– convergence – is thought to mediate sperm nuclear migration. Upon fusion with sperm cell, actin
network keeps migrating toward the nucleus but with 1,4-fold higher velocity (Ohnishi and Okamoto,
2017). This could explain the fact that the fusion of egg nucleus with sperm nucleus is faster than an
induced fusion with another egg cell nucleus or leaf protoplast nucleus (Ohnishi et al., 2019).
Karyogamy is accompanied by male chromatin decondensation, reported in maize (Scholten et al.,
2002) and rice zygotes (Ohnishi et al., 2014).
Fusion of the second sperm cell with central cell does not induce a change in calcium concentration
(Denninger et al., 2014). Sperm nuclear migration towards central cell nucleus is dependent on actin
cytoskeleton in A. thaliana (Denninger et al., 2014), N. tabacum and Z. mays (Peng et al., 2017). Arp2/3
complex is involved in this nuclear migration in Z. mays and N. tabacum. Surprisingly, A. thaliana
Arp2/3 complex mutants have no phenotype defects. Instead, Rho-GTPase Rop8 that controls actin
assembly has been implicated in the process (Denninger et al., 2014). Rop8 expression has not been
detected in egg cell, which could suggest different regulation of nuclear migration between female
gametes.

1.3 Zygote polarization and division
Zygote divides asymmetrically into a smaller apical and a larger basal cell in A. thaliana, N. tabacum
(Zhao et al., 2011), O. sativa (Sato et al., 2010), Z. mays (Chen et al., 2018) and T. aestivum (Bakos et
al., 2009). Even though the outcome is similar in various plant species, microscopically observable
changes prior to division differ.
In eudicots, the egg cell is polarized with nucleus at the chalazal (apical) and vacuoles at the micropylar
(basal) pole. Shortly after fertilization, the zygote transiently loses polarity in A. thaliana (Kimata et al.,
3

2016) and N. tabacum (Zhao et al., 2011). It shrinks and vacuole volume is reduced. It is essential that
zygote polarity is re-established before division. Zygote elongates and the nucleus migrates back to
the apical pole. Vacuoles in apical part remain small but vacuoles in basal part of the zygote enlarge
(Kimata et al., 2019).
Following fertilization, cytoskeleton is disorganized in A. thaliana zygote. Novel cytoskeleton patterns
arise (Kimata et al., 2016). Microtubules form a subapical transverse ring, creating an apical bulge that
grows out. Treatment with microtubule polymerization inhibitor oryzalin results in a shorter zygote in
comparison to non-treated wild type. In tobacco, a dynamin-related protein NtDRP associates with
microtubules and participates in zygote elongation (Zhao et al., 2016). Actin is arranged longitudinally
in Arabidopsis zygote and forms an actin cap at the top of growing apical part – a structure associated
with tip growth in plants (Kimata et al., 2016). Actin contributes to nuclear migration. Polar distribution
of vacuoles is also crucial to the process (Kimata et al., 2019). Molecular basis governing zygote
polarization in A. thaliana is a fascinating example of influence of parent-of-origin gene expression and
will be elaborated in section 2.1.2.
In rice egg cell, the nucleus is localized at the micropylar pole and vacuoles are gathered at the chalazal
pole. In contrast to eudicot species, zygote does not elongate prior to division in rice (Uchiumi et al.,
2007), maize (Chen et al., 2018) or wheat (Bakos et al., 2009). Zygote undergoes polarization in some
monocot species. In rice, nucleus moves to the apical pole and is surrounded by denser cytoplasm
(Sato et al., 2010). In contrast, wheat zygote polarization has remained enigmatic. Apical and basal cell
are similar in respect to organellar organization even though they differ in shape (Bakos et al., 2009).

1.4 Embryo patterning
Arabidopsis thaliana is a valuable model in the study of cell fate specification and embryo pattern
formation. Divisions of the apical cell give rise to embryo proper and divisions of the basal cell produce
a transient structure called suspensor. Only its uppermost cell – the hypophysis – is incorporated into
embryo and gives rise to root apical meristem and columella. Remaining suspensor cells undergo
programmed cell death. Suspensor is important for nutrients and hormone transfer to the embryo.
Cell divisions up to 16-cell stage are invariant in A. thaliana (Moukhtar et al., 2019). They are not
synchronized (Gooh et al., 2015). Two rounds of vertical division of the apical cell followed by a
horizontal division produce 8-celled embryo, the octant stage (Mansfield and Briarty, 1991). These cells
form the upper and the lower tier precursors of apical and basal parts of a seedling, respectively. In
octant stage, cells divide asymmetrically and tangentially, giving rise to the outer protoderm tissue and
the inner tissue. Up to late globular stage, asymmetrical divisions give rise to precursors of ground
tissue and vascular tissue (Yoshida et al., 2014). Cotyledon primordia grow out in heart stage.
4

Differentiation and growth continue in torpedo and bent-cotyledon stages. Embryogenesis results in a
mature embryo with precursors of both shoot and root apical meristem, epidermis, ground and
vascular tissues.
Plant cells possess a rigid cell wall. Patterning is thus dependent on cell plate orientation during
division, which has been a subject of intensive research. Symmetrical cell division with minimal
interface area between daughter cells is thought to be default. It has been proposed that auxin can
override this rule and enable asymmetrical division (Yoshida et al., 2014). Interestingly, a recent study
highlights the role of mother cell geometry in choosing division plane in both asymmetrical and
symmetrical division (Moukhtar et al., 2019). It is well-known that auxin is involved in embryo
patterning. Initially, auxin is transported from the integuments to the apical cell where it activates
downstream response and contributes to cell division (Robert et al., 2018). Later in embryogenesis,
auxin flow is reversed, and auxin is transported to uppermost cells of the suspensor, including
hypophysis (Friml et al., 2003). Auxin participates in ground tissue (Möller et al., 2017) and vascular
tissue patterning (De Rybel et al., 2014).
It is interesting that even the first divisions in tobacco differ from A. thaliana. The apical cell first divides
vertically and then twice horizontally (He et al., 2007). However, the overall pattern established in
embryogenesis is similar to A. thaliana. The embryo passes globular, heart, torpedo and bentcotyledon stages. Auxin participates in patterning in N. tabacum. Surprisingly, it was detected in
tobacco zygote, which was the first reported case of auxin presence in land plant zygote (Chen et al.,
2010). Auxin signal is rather weak and uniform in early embryo. Later, auxin flows from the cotyledons
to the root apical meristem, as in A. thaliana (Chen et al., 2010).
Embryogenesis in model monocot species differs significantly from described stereotyped process in
eudicots (Itoh et al., 2005). Embryos are polarized not only along apical-basal axis but also along dorsalventral axis. The apical cell divides in a variable pattern to produce a globular embryo. In late globular
stage, shoot apical meristem and radicle begin to differentiate. The globular stage is followed by
organogenesis. A coleoptile forms on the ventral side above differentiating shoot apical meristem. On
the dorsal side, a structure called scutellum – described as a monocot cotyledon – enlarges. Leaf
primordia that would be initiated only after germination in eudicots appear under the coleoptile during
organogenetic phase in monocots. If present, epiblast formed on the basal ventral side enlarges.
Embryogenesis results in a mature embryo with the scutellum, coleoptile, leaf primordia, shoot apical
meristem and radicle.
Auxin is involved in embryo development in maize (Chen et al., 2014). Genes involved in auxin
signalling are upregulated in the zygote but show downregulation in both apical and basal cell (Chen
5

et al., 2017). Auxin is present in early endosperm and may participate in apical pole and shoot apical
meristem specification (Chen et al., 2014). Only during organogenesis, auxin seems to flow from the
endosperm to the embryo and influence differentiation. Auxin participates in later stages of embryo
development in wheat (Fischer‐Iglesias et al., 2001). Spatiotemporal analysis of gene expression in rice
revealed biased transcription of genes involved in auxin signalling along apical-basal and dorsal-ventral
axis in different developmental stages (Itoh et al., 2016).
Embryo developmental stages of plant species discussed in this thesis are summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Stages of embryo development in different plant species. A – egg cell, B – zygote shrinkage after fertilization, C –
zygote shortly before cell division, D – 2-cell embryo, E – globular stage, F – heart stage, G – torpedo, H – bent cotyledon, I –
mature monocot embryo, ac – apical cell, bc – basal cell, cot – cotyledon, cp – coleoptile, cr – coleorhiza, emp – embryo proper,
epi – epiblast, lfp – leaf primordia, plu – plumule, sam – shoot apical meristem, scu – scutellum, sus – suspensor, rd – radicule.
See text for details. Position of nuclei indicated in A, B, C and D.
7 Size changes depicted in A, B, C and D. Later stages not depicted
proportionally to A, B, C, D in respect to size. Redrawn according to Kimata et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2010;
Chen et al., 2018; Bakos et al., 2009; Mansfield and Briarty, 1991; Chen et al., 2010; Itoh et al., 2005; Itoh et al., 2016; Chen et
al., 2014. Scanned and processed in ImageJ.

2. Parent-of-origin contributions to gene expression in plant
embryogenesis
It is well known that maternal RNA
and proteins deposited in the oocyte
control early embryo development in
animals. Paternal RNA contribution
has been demonstrated recently as
well (Stoeckius et al., 2014; Yuan et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2017). There is no
transcription in the embryo until the
so

called

maternal-to-zygotic

transition (Jukam et al., 2017). This
event is associated not only with
zygotic genome activation (ZGA) and
increase in transcription but also with
degradation of maternal transcripts.
The timing of ZGA is specific for Figure 2. Timing of zygotic genome activation in different animal species..
different animal species (Figure 2).

Zygotic genome is activated in different stages of embryo development in
different species. Adapted from Jukam et al., 2017.

After the activation of zygotic genome, zygotic transcripts guide embryogenesis. However, parent-oforigin gene expression from either paternal or maternal allele only can occur. An example is the
phenomenon of gene imprinting. Imprinting is crucial to embryo growth and development in animals
(Cassidy and Charalambous, 2018). In plants, gene imprinting is well documented in endosperm, even
though its molecular basis remains unclear for many imprinted genes (Hornslien et al., 2019).
Furthermore, it is suggested that male chromatin is transiently silenced upon ZGA and transcription
from paternal alleles is initiated later than from maternal alleles (Vielle-Calzada et al., 2000). This
phenomenon is known as asymmetric genome activation.
In plants, research in this area began only at the beginning of the 21st century. Currently, plant
scientists hope to answer three basic questions. 1. To what extent is early embryo development in
plants controlled by parentally inherited RNA and proteins and when does ZGA occur? 2. Is paternal
and maternal genome activated symmetrically? 3. Is there evidence for genomic imprinting in the
embryo? In remaining sub-chapters, methods that help to answer these questions are presented along
with current understanding of the topic in Arabidopsis thaliana, Nicotiana tabacum, Oryza sativa, Zea
mays and Triticum aestivum.
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2.1 Inheritance of parental RNA and proteins in embryo development and zygotic
genome activation
In animals, proteins and RNA in gametes guide early embryo development before zygotic genome is
activated. How can ZGA be studied in plants and what is known about this process in different plant
species?

2.1.1 Research methods
Genes that encode RNA or proteins to be stored in gametes and participate in embryogenesis can be
identified by a combination of genetic and molecular biological methods. Heterozygotes with a knockout allele of such gene segregate their progeny in a 1:1 ratio, even though gametophytic transmission
is not affected (Bayer et al., 2009). Reciprocal crosses show that the phenotype of progeny is
dependent on either maternal or paternal genotype only. This result could also be explained by gene
imprinting or asymmetric activation of parental genomes.
If early plant embryo development is controlled by parental RNA and proteins deposited in the egg cell
like in animals, transcription is not supposed to occur until zygotic genome activation.
A possibility to investigate the role of transcription in early embryo development is to supress or inhibit
transcription. Triptolide, produced by a Chinese plant Tripterygium wilfordii Hook F, binds to XPB
subunit of human TFIIH (Titov et al., 2011). TFIIH is a general transcription factor essential for
transcription initiation. Arabidopsis thaliana genome encodes two functionally redundant XPB proteins
with conserved structure and function (Ribeiro et al., 1998; Morgante et al., 2005). α-amanitine is a
peptide synthesized by fungus Amanita phalloides. It binds to RNA polymerase II, an enzyme catalysing
mRNA synthesis in eukaryotes, and blocks transcription elongation (Brueckner and Cramer, 2008).
Actinomycin D is produced by bacterium Streptomyces parvullus and thought to bind to the boundary
between double-stranded DNA and single-stranded DNA to block transcription elongation (Sobell,
1985). The fungus Cordyceps militaris synthesizes another transcription inhibitor – cordycepin. It is an
adenosine analog that lacks 3´-OH hydroxyl group. Its incorporation into a growing RNA chain results
in termination. (Horowitz et al., 1976). An alternative strategy to supress transcription is inhibiting RNA
polymerase II activity using RNA interference under promoter specific for mature embryo sac (Pillot et
al., 2010).
Another way to determine if transcription takes place in early embryo is to monitor RNA polymerase
II activity. Residues of the C terminal domain (CTD) are phosphorylated during transcription elongation
(Komarnitsky et al., 2000). Detection of this phosphorylation is indicative of active transcription.
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Comparison of RNA profiles of the gametes and early embryo stages provides further clues to zygotic
genome activation. If parental transcripts control early embryo development, little difference between
transcriptional profiles of gametes and early embryo is expected. Thanks to the development of
transcriptomic methods, it is possible to identify differentially expressed genes in different
developmental stages.
Transcriptomic analysis of different stages in male gametophyte development has been performed in
various species (summarized in Fíla et al., 2017). For some of them, sperm cell transcriptome data is
available: A. thaliana (Borges et al., 2008; Misra et al., 2019), N. tabacum (Xin et al., 2011), Plumbago
zeylanica (Gou et al., 2009), Solanum lycopersicum (Liu et al., 2018), O. sativa (Abiko et al., 2013;
Anderson et al., 2013) and Z. mays (Chen et al., 2017). Study of female gametophyte transcriptome is
challenging because of surrounding sporophytic tissues. A. thaliana mutants sporocyteless and
coatlique do not form an embryo sac. This enables female gametophyte transcriptome analysis by
genetic subtraction (Johnston et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2005). Transcriptional profile of egg cells has been
analysed in various species: A. thaliana (Zhao et al., 2019), N. tabacum (Zhao et al., 2011), O. sativa
(Anderson et al., 2013), Z. mays (Chen et al., 2017), T. aestivum (Domoki et al., 2013; Sprunck et al.,
2005) and A. trichopoda (Flores-Tornero et al., 2019), often alongside zygotic transcriptome to assess
ZGA.
Every transcriptome analysis begins with the collection of plant material and subsequent RNA isolation.
Sperm cells are isolated from the pollen tubes. Osmotic shock induces pollen tube burst and sperm
cells are released. Afterwards, sperm cells can be collected manually (e.g. Li et al., 2019), using
centrifugation (e.g. Lu et al., 2015) or fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) if marker lines are
available to distinguish sperm cells and vegetative nuclei (Borges et al., 2012). In most studies cited in
this thesis, egg cells are isolated manually. The zygote and early embryo can be isolated manually,
using laser capture microdissection (LCM) or FACS. In LCM, a fixed sample is embedded, sectioned and
a laser beam separates cells or tissues desired for RNA isolation from surrounding tissues (Kerk et al.,
2003).
The zygote and developing embryo are surrounded by maternal tissues and endosperm.
Contamination by transcripts from these tissues is a major concern and should be avoided. However,
most embryo transcriptomic data prior to 2017 turned out to be contaminated, especially early
developmental stages isolated by hand dissection or FACS (Schon and Nodine, 2017). Embryo samples
isolated by LCM show contamination from micropylar endosperm. Washing is essential to minimize
contamination. Contaminants are major issues when discussing parental genome contributions to
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early embryogenesis and will be further discussed in section 2.2. A software to assess contamination
from maternal tissues or endosperm is available (Schon and Nodine, 2017).
Transcriptome of gametes and early embryos in different plant species is studied with help of three
major technologies – expressed sequence tag (EST) analysis, microarray and RNA-seq. Principles of
these methods are outlined in Figure 3.
Transcriptomic technologies differ in respect to sensitivity, labour intensity, input and prior knowledge
needed (Lowe et al., 2017). RNA-seq is laborious but is considered very sensitive. It requires low input,
which is an advantage when analysing samples like gametes and zygotes. Single-cell RNA-seq protocol
for analysis of Arabidopsis sperm cell transcriptome was introduced recently (Misra et al., 2019).
Microarray analysis is limited to probes present on the plate. In contrast, RNA-seq and EST can detect
novel transcripts. Microarray and RNA-seq enable direct quantification of transcript levels, which is
important for estimating differential expression between cell types. A study of A. thaliana embryo
transcriptome compared different RNA-seq methods and showed that not all of them are equally
useful (Hofmann et al., 2019).
sequencing
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fluorescent
labelling

RT

microarray
fragm.
RNA

fragm.

hybridization to probes and
fluorescence detection

cDNA
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+
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Figure 3. Transcriptomic technologies used in the study of plant gametes and early embryos – expressed-sequence tag
analysis, microarray analysis and RNA-seq. Principles of protocol are outlined, separate steps indicated by arrows. Dashed
arrows indicate alternative steps. Fluorescent labelling marked green. fragm. – fragmentation, RT – reverse transcription.
Drawn according to Lowe et al., 2017. Scanned and processed in ImageJ.

2.1.2 Arabidopsis thaliana
A. thaliana sperm cells have a unique transcriptional profile (Borges et al., 2008). Microarray analysis
revealed 74 out of more than 5,000 detected genes to be expressed specifically in sperm cells. They
may be involved in fertilization (such as HAP2/GCS1) and their potential role in early embryo
development is suggested. A recent RNA-seq study found more than 7,000 genes to be expressed in
sperm cells (Misra et al., 2019).
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One gene (annotated as At2g17090) found specifically expressed in the sperm cell microarray study
became a sensation just a year later. SHORT SUSPENSOR (SSP) belongs to BSK (BRASSINOSTEROID
SIGNAL KINASE) gene family. SSP mRNA is deposited in sperm cells but is translated only after
fertilization (Bayer et al., 2009). SSP originated in the Brassicaceae family after a whole-genome
duplication (Liu and Adams, 2010). It is a BSK1 paralog. BSK1 is a component of brassinosteroid signal
pathway. Whereas SSP1 is expressed in sperm cells only, BSK1 is expressed in most plant tissues. BSK1
and SSP share two domains – a kinase domain and a tetratricopeptide (TPR) domain. In inactive state,
these two domains are thought to interact in BSK1 (Neu et al., 2019). Upon activation, intramolecular
interaction is supposed to be lost and BSK1 can further transmit the signal. It is interesting that a similar
intramolecular interaction is not detected between TPR and kinase domains of SSP (Neu et al., 2019).
After translation in the zygote, SSP is translocated to the plasma membrane. As a constitutively active
protein, it can interact and activate its target YODA (YDA). BSK1 and BSK2 can activate the same target
but only after their own activation. BSK1 and BSK2 are functionally redundant proteins. ssp phenotype
is not as serious as yda phenotype, which suggests existence of factors with additive effect. BSK1 and
BSK2 contribute to YDA activation later in embryo development, as bsk1 bsk2 ssp triple mutant
phenotype is comparable to yda phenotype (Neu et al., 2019). Their homologs were identified in the
basal angiosperm Amborella trichopoda (Neu et al., 2019). Future research is needed to discover their
role in zygote development in other plant species. There is no report of brassinosteroid signalling in
the zygote.
Both BSK1 and SSP directly interact with YDA (Neu et al., 2019). Zygotes in yda mutants do not elongate
(Lukowitz et al., 2004). Zygotic division gives rise to an apical and a basal cell of comparable size.
Suspensor development is disturbed in the mutants. YDA is a ubiquitously expressed MAP kinase
kinase kinase (MAP3K) (Lukowitz et al., 2004). It participates not only in zygote elongation but also in
stomatal patterning (Bergmann et al., 2004). A MAP3K phosphorylates a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK).
In turn, a MAPKK phosphorylates a MAP kinase (MPK), which finally transfers a phosphoryl group onto
a target protein. MPK in YDA pathway in the zygote are functionally redundant proteins MPK3 and
MPK6. Components of MAP kinase pathways tend to assemble on scaffold proteins. AGB1 - β subunit
of heterotrimeric G protein – is suggested to contribute to YDA pathway as a scaffold (Yuan et al.,
2017).
In 2014, a unique type of parent-of origin gene expression was discovered. Cysteine-rich peptides
EMBRYO SURROUNDING FACTOR 1-3 (ESF1-3) deposited in the central cell before fertilization turned
out to participate in embryo patterning by contribution to YDA pathway (Costa et al., 2014). Molecular
basis of their action is unknown.
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MPK3 and MPK6 phosphorylate the transcription factor WRKY2 (Ueda et al., 2017). Phosphorylation is
essential for WRKY2 activation. WRKY2 is detected in both egg cell and pollen (Ueda et al., 2011). This
protein binds to cisB promoter element of WUSCHEL HOMEOBOX 8 (WOX8) and promotes its
transcription (Ueda et al., 2011). WOX8 expression is crucial to the establishment of polarity and
asymmetric division in A. thaliana zygote. Cytoskeleton plays an indispensable role in zygote
elongation and re-polarization. It will be interesting to investigate if there is a link between WOX8
expression and changes in cytoskeleton dynamics in the zygote. It is noteworthy that WOX8 homolog
has not been identified in any plant except A. thaliana (Zhou et al., 2018).
Another maternal parent-of-origin contribution to YDA pathway are transcription factors
HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS 11 (HDG11) and HDG12. HDG11/HDG12 bind to cisC promoter element
of WOX8 and contribute to the activation of its transcription (Ueda et al., 2017). HDG11 and HDG12
are expressed in egg cells and asymmetric expression from maternal allele only is detected early in the
zygote (Ueda et al., 2017). Paternal inherited allele is probably activated later in zygote development
but cannot complement elongation and division defects anymore. Observed maternal parent-of-origin
effect is thus possibly a combination of gamete deposited proteins and asymmetric zygotic genome
contribution, introduced in section 2.2 (Ueda et al., 2017).
WOX8 acts redundantly with WOX9 to activate WOX2 expression (Breuninger et al., 2008). After
zygotic division, WOX2 expression becomes restricted to the apical cell and WOX8/9 expression to the
basal cell. This pathway contributes to the establishment of auxin flow in early embryo. This could
explain disruptions of auxin flow in esf1-3 RNAi lines (Costa et al., 2014). Recently, a protein
homologous to a spliceosome subunit, JANUS, was discovered to affect transcriptional initiation of
WOX2 and PIN7 (Xiong et al., 2019). WOX8 transcription is unchanged in janus mutant. It will be
interesting to investigate if there is a link between WOX8 and JANUS. The role of parent-of-origin
contributions in early embryo development in A. thaliana is summarized in Figure 4.
Transcription of WOX8 in the zygote gives a clue that maternal-to-zygotic transition occurs before the
first zygotic division. This idea is supported by studies of RNA polymerase II activity in the zygote and
global transcriptome. RNA polymerase II activity was thought to be dispensable for the first divisions
according to observations in RNAi knockdown of POLII (Pillot et al., 2010). However, recent studies
pointed to the activation of transcription very early in embryogenesis before zygotic division (Kao and
Nodine, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). Transcriptional profiles of egg cells and zygotes in symmetric and
elongated stages show significant differences (Zhao et al., 2019). 3,251 genes expressed in the egg cell
are downregulated after fertilization. At least some of them encode proteins involved in gamete fusion,
e.g. EC1. On the other hand, 4,436 genes are upregulated in the zygote in comparison to the egg cell,
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corresponding to nearly 14% of all annotated genes in A. thaliana genome. Transcriptional profile of
the symmetric zygote differs markedly from the elongated zygote. Firstly, genes associated with
transcription and its regulation are upregulated. In the polarized stage, transcripts encoding products
involved in cell cycle and its regulation, organization of cytoskeleton and chromosome organization
predominate.
De novo transcription in the zygote is essential for zygote elongation and division. This is supported by
studies with transcription inhibitors α-amanitine (Kao and Nodine, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019) and
triptolide (Kao and Nodine, 2019). Another evidence for the activity of RNA polymerase II shortly after
fertilization is phosphorylation of Ser2 residue in its CTD (Kao and Nodine, 2019).
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Figure 4. Parent-of-origin contributions in YDA MAP kinase pathway in A. thaliana zygote. Maternal contribution depicted
as red, paternal contribution depicted as green. A) mRNA and proteins deposited in male and female gametes before double
fertilization and B) their involvement in YDA pathway. Proposed interactions marked with a question mark. See text for further
details. Picture in A redrawn and modified from Maruyama and Higashiyama, 2016.
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2.1.3 Nicotiana tabacum
EST sequencing of tobacco sperm cells identified 1,050 genes to be expressed in sperm cells (Xin et al.,
2011). 37,2% of these transcripts were not characterized before. Some transcripts are sperm cell
specific and probably involved in sperm cell differentiation or fertilization. Whereas some transcripts
cannot be identified in the zygote shortly after fertilization, a few of them persist and are potentially
involved in zygote and early embryo development. Such a transcript has not been identified and
characterized yet.
However, spatiotemporal analysis of WOX gene family expression in embryo development uncovered
WOX11 and WOX13b to be expressed at high level in the egg cell. Their transcription decreases slightly
in the zygote. This could be explained by maternal parent-of-origin effect (Zhou et al., 2018).
In tobacco, zygotic genome is thought to be activated before first zygotic division. Transcription is
crucial to zygote elongation and division. EST sequencing of egg cells, zygotes and two-cell embryos
revealed substantial differences between each of these cells´ transcriptomes (Zhao et al., 2011). Some
transcripts present in high level in the egg cell are not present in the zygote, indicating their
degradation. On the other hand, gene upregulation occurs in both zygote and two-cell embryos of
Nicotiana tabacum. Transcription of ribosome biosynthetic genes is activated in the zygote. The role
of transcription in zygote elongation and division is supported by experiments with transcription
inhibitors actinomycin D and cordycepin. Treated zygotes neither elongate nor divide (Zhao et al.,
2011).

2.1.4 Oryza sativa
A microarray study in 2013 compared sperm cell, egg cell and zygote transcriptomes in rice (Abiko et
al., 2013a). Egg cell and zygote RNA profiles are more similar than sperm cell and zygote RNA profiles
but still show differences. This result indicates maternal-to-zygotic transition early in the zygote stage.
Proteomic analysis of rice gametes identified proteins enriched specifically in both sperm cells and egg
cells (Abiko et al., 2013b). If these genes are mutated in rice or if their homologs are mutated in A.
thaliana, they show fertility defects. This could indicate their role in either gametophyte development,
fertilization or zygote/early embryo development and deserves further research.
A recent RNA-seq study supports zygotic genome activation before first zygotic division (Anderson et
al., 2017). A substantial downregulation of gene expression is observed in the zygote in comparison to
the egg cell as soon as nuclear fusion. On the other hand, 181 genes are probably transcribed de novo
in the zygote, including genes encoding WOX transcription factors. Genes associated with cell cycle
and DNA metabolism are upregulated earlier than genes involved in translation.
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Chromatin structure reorganization possibly participates in maternal-to-zygotic transition in rice. A
dynamic structure called compact silent centre (CSC) is detected in both egg cells and zygotes but is
absent in sperm cells, depicted in Figure 5 (Zhou et al., 2019). This structure is observed in the centre
of nucleus. Chromatin fibers repeatedly fold in and out of it. Chromatin in this region is enriched in
H3K9me2 modification, which indicates low expression. CSC is dynamic and its reorganization could
play a role in developmental transitions. It is interesting that 46 genes upregulated in the zygote are
detected in CSC of the egg cell but not in the zygote. On the other hand, 59 genes downregulated in
the zygotes are not part of CSC in the egg cell but become associated with CSC in the zygote. Sperm
cell genes supressed in the zygote are incorporated into CSC as well.

Figure 5. Structure of compact silent centre in rice egg cell and zygote. CSC is absent in the sperm cell. CSC is thought to play
a role in ZGA. CSC indicated with a yellow arrow. Adapted and modified from Zhou et al., 2019.

2.1.5 Zea mays
A microarray study in Tripsacum-Zea hybrids in 2005 suggested that maternal-to-zygotic transition
does not occur early in embryo development (Grimanelli et al., 2005). However, a recent RNA-seq
comparison of gamete and zygote transcriptional profiles supports zygotic genome activation before
zygotic division (Chen et al., 2017). More than 1700 genes are downregulated in the zygote. Even
though some transcription factors seem to be parentally inherited, zygotic transcriptome differs
significantly from both sperm and egg cell transcriptomes. More than 9% genes in annotated maize
genome show upregulation in the zygote in comparison to gametes, including 428 genes encoding
transcription factors. It is interesting that more than 1500 genes are upregulated only transiently in
the zygote, indicative of a major transcriptome reconstruction in the zygote. Shortly after fertilization,
genes homologous to A. thaliana WOX transcription factors are activated and possibly play a role in
embryo patterning.

2.1.6 Triticum aestivum
Egg cell and early embryo transcriptome has been compared in wheat as well, using EST analysis and
RT-qPCR for quantification of selected transcripts. Studies revealed downregulation and upregulation
of genes following fertilization (Sprunck et al., 2005; Domoki et al., 2013). Genes involved in cell cycle,
transcription and signalling are upregulated before the first zygotic division (Domoki et al., 2013). Novel
transcripts were detected in these studies, some of them differentially expressed in the egg cell and
the zygote/2-cell embryo. They could participate in early embryo development in wheat.
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2.2 Is zygotic genome activated symmetrically or asymmetrically?
Zygotic genome seems to be activated shortly after fertilization in evolutionary distant plant species.
Some scientists propose that paternal genome is activated later, and only maternal alleles are initially
transcribed. This would result in parent-of-origin gene expression.

2.2.1 Research methods
To reveal if ZGA is symmetric or asymmetric, gene expression from maternally and paternally inherited
alleles must be distinguished. All methods used are based on two types of crosses. Isogenic cross is a
cross of plants from the same accession/subspecies and species. If plants from different
accession/subspecies or species are crossed, it is called a hybrid cross. Isogenic and hybrid crosses can
lead to conflicting results and it is important to differentiate between them.
Even simple microscopic observations can give a clue if paternal genome is activated at the same time
as maternal genome. Many embryo defective mutants have been characterized. They show disruptions
in embryo development in different stages. Many of these mutations are recessive. If paternal and
maternal genome are activated at the same time and to the same extent, a functional allele inherited
from either parent and transcribed de novo should complement the defect. In contrast, if paternal
genome is activated later, mutant phenotype could be observed until gene expression from paternal
allele is initiated (e.g. Del Toro-De León et al., 2014).
Molecular methods can broaden the knowledge of ZGA (a)symmetry. A reporter gene (e.g. GUS/GFP)
can be driven by early embryo specific promoter. In case signal (e.g. blue staining for GUS or green
fluorescence for GFP) is detected at the same time for both maternally and paternally inherited copy,
symmetric ZGA can be assumed (e.g. Weijers et al., 2001). Expression of the transgene might be
influenced by the site of integration (Baroux et al., 2001). Reporter expression should thus be
examined in multiple transgenic lines. Furthermore, result can be affected by different sensitivity of
reporters. In case expression from paternal alleles is weak, it might be above detection limit of one
reporter and under the limit of another (Baroux et al., 2001).
A gene active shortly after ZGA can be identified by observable disruptions in mutant development.
However, gene redundancy and potential RNA/protein inheritance from gametes prevents detection
of many genes using this approach. Alternatively, early gene activity can be uncovered with help of
gene trap transposable elements (Vielle-Calzada et al., 2000). Transposition of a construct carrying
reporter gene downstream of the promoter of early transcribed gene leads to signal. If transposant is
crossed with wild type and signal is detected at the same time in reciprocal crosses, symmetric genome
activation can be deduced.
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An alternative strategy is a transactivation system. One parental genome encodes a transcription
factor under the control of early embryo specific promoter. The transcription factor activates reporter
gene expression from the genome of the other parent. If maternal and paternal genome are activated
simultaneously, signal appears at the same time in reciprocal crosses. Methods that enable gene
specific investigation of ZGA symmetry are summarized in Figure 6.

How to determine if paternal and maternal alleles of a gene
expressed early in embrygenesis are activated symmetrically?

identification of an early expressed gene

observable mutant phenotype

gene trap transposition system
uidA

transposition

pEmb
wt

emb

pEmb::uidA

microscopic observation

reporter gene expression

transactivation system

+/+ x emb/+ reciprocally

pEmb::uidA x wt reciprocally

Does maternal and paternal
allele complement defect to
the same extent?

Is signal detectable at the
same time in reciprocal
crosses?

pEmb::TF x uidA (TF activated)
reciprocally
Is signal detectable at the same
time in reciprocal crosses?

Yes → symmetrical ZGA
No → asymmetrical ZGA
Figure 6. Experimental methods used to identify genes expressed early in embryo development and investigate symmetry
of their expression from paternal and maternal alleles in plants. uidA encoding GUS as an example of a reporter gene. emb
– early expressed gene mutant, pEmb – promoter of an early expressed gene, wt – wild-type, TF – transcription factor, dap –
days after pollination. See text for further details. Sketch adapted and modified from Alaniz-Fabián et al., 2020.
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On global scale, ZGA can be assessed by transcriptomic methods introduced in section 2.1.1. Isogenic
crosses will not be informative as of parental contribution to the transcriptome because transcripts of
paternal and maternal alleles cannot be distinguished. Only hybrid crosses enable differentiation of
paternal and maternal transcripts thanks to difference in nucleotide sequences of different accessions,
subspecies or species. In case paternal genome is activated later in embryogenesis, RNA transcribed
from paternally inherited allele should not be detected in early stages.
It is essential that crosses between different accessions/subspecies/species are performed
reciprocally. Some genes are not maternally or paternally biased but show accession bias instead (e.g.
Meng et al., 2018). Reciprocal crossing enables differentiation from accession bias.
Contamination by maternal tissues and endosperm is a major concern. It could cause apparent
maternal transcript dominance. Most studies prior to 2017 used contaminated samples for RNA-seq
experiments and are not considered reliable in this thesis (Schon and Nodine, 2017).

2.2.2 Arabidopsis thaliana
A. thaliana has more than 1,100 accessions with sequenced genomes (Alonso-Blanco et al., 2016) and
many embryo-defective mutants have been characterized. A well-known example is emb30/gnom
mutant. EMB30/GNOM encodes a protein involved in intracellular trafficking of auxin transporters.
One of the first studies investigating ZGA symmetry revealed that paternal EMB30/GNOM allele
complements the defect only later in embryo development in an isogenic cross (Vielle-Calzada et al.,
2000). Paternal emb30/gnom transcripts were not detected in hybrid Landsberg erecta (Ler) x
Columbia (Col) crosses either, supporting asymmetric ZGA. Surprisingly, early paternal genome activity
was detected only a year later for different genes (Weijers et al., 2001). The authors suggest locusspecific paternal activation. A study based on microscopic observations confirms this assumption (Del
Toro-De León et al., 2014). 40 of 49 examined genes show gradual complementation by paternal
alleles. A recent study uncovered epigenetic changes in sperm cells that could contribute to
transcription of paternal alleles in early embryo (Borg et al., 2020). Loss of a repressive H3K27me3
mark is accompanied by de novo deposition of an activating H3K4me3 mark in some loci. Genes with
paternally but not maternally biased expression and a few genes with unbiased expression (WOX2,
WOX8, WOX9) active early in embryogenesis were detected among reprogrammed loci.
The first attempt to compare paternal and maternal contributions to global transcription in early
embryo came in 2011 (Autran et al., 2011). The EST-based study concludes maternal dominance in
gene expression up to globular stage in Ler x Col cross. However, reciprocal cross was not performed
and substantial contamination by maternal tissues has been revealed (Schon and Nodine, 2017). An
RNA-seq study based on Col x Cape Verde Islands (Cvi) cross published in 2012 shows equal
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contributions of maternal and paternal genome from as soon as 1-cell stage, with only a few genes
transiently showing parent-of-origin expression (Nodine and Bartel, 2012). This study is reported to be
free of maternal contamination (Schon and Nodine, 2017). A recent study based on Ler x Col cross
further supports equal maternal and paternal contribution from as early as elongated zygote (Zhao et
al., 2019).
Hybrid and isogenic crosses may produce different results, however (Del Toro-De León et al., 2014).
According to this study, paternal allele activation is not only locus specific, but also depends on
accessions crossed. Paternal alleles are reported to be activated earlier in particular hybrid crosses
than in an isogenic cross. Results produced by Col x Tsushima (Tsu) cross are the most comparable to
the results of isogenic cross. More than 42% of genes in the zygote and 29% of genes in the octant
stage are maternally biased in Col x Tsu cross according to a pre-print article (Alaniz-Fabián et al., 2020).
Even though contamination by maternal tissues was detected, authors argue that it does not
significantly affect their results.
Early paternal activity in hybrid embryos could contribute to hybrid vigour (Del Toro-De León et al.,
2014). However, size of early hybrid Ler x C24 embryo is comparable to size of maternal accession
embryo in the same developmental stage (Alonso-Peral et al., 2017). The transcriptome of early
globular embryo shows higher similarity to the transcriptome of maternal accession than reciprocal
hybrid. This indicates existence of maternal factors that may influence transcription in the hybrid. RNA
dependent DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway has been suggested to play a role in maternal control
of paternal allele activity (Autran et al., 2011). Since then, the role of RdDM has not been examined in
early embryo development in A. thaliana. The epigenome of more than 1,000 accessions has been
investigated. It is well-known that DNA methylation on cytosine can influence gene expression. Among
A. thaliana accessions, 78% of methylated cytosines are methylated differentially (Kawakatsu et al.,
2016). Ler x C24 hybrids show increased methylation in comparison to Ler and C24 parents (Shen et
al., 2012), especially in differentially methylated regions. 96% of this increase is in regions targeted by
sRNAs, which could indicate RdDM pathway involvement. Transcriptomes of reciprocal hybrids after
germination show higher similarity than to either parent, which contrasts observations from early
embryo development. It could be interesting to investigate DNA methylation in early embryogenesis.
To conclude, research of ZGA (a)symmetry in A. thaliana has produced less answers and generated
more questions. Up to globular stage, ZGA seems to be locus specific and differs for various hybrid
crosses and isogenic cross. The basis of this variability is unclear. RdDM pathway and epigenomic marks
have a proposed role in the process. Further research in this topic is thus needed.
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2.2.3 Nicotiana tabacum
Nicotiana is one of the largest genera in Solanaceae family. To investigate parent-of-origin gene
expression, researchers performed an interspecific cross of N. tabacum with N. rustica, another
allotetraploid species from Nicotiana genus.
A study in 2011 revealed the possibility of asymmetric ZGA in tobacco. In the interspecific cross
between N. tabacum and N. rustica, paternal expression was detected for 4 genes, maternal
expression for 1 gene and biparental expression for 3 genes (Zhang et al., 2011). Transcripts of some
of these genes were not detected in gametes. These results indicate locus specific asymmetry of ZGA,
as suggested in A. thaliana. However, reciprocal cross was not successful. Parentally biased gene
expression was thus indistinguishable from species bias.
Hybridization protocol has been optimized to produce reciprocal hybrid since (Luo et al., 2016). Embryo
development in reciprocal hybrids of N. tabacum var. SR1 and N. rustica var. Hamayan differs. The
basal cell gives rise to a transient structure – suspensor. Suspensor morphology shortly before
programmed cell death (PCD) is different in SR1 and Hamayan. It is interesting that reciprocal hybrids
also differ in this trait. Suspensor development of each hybrid is similar its maternal parent. This could
be caused by parent-of-origin gene expression (Luo et al., 2016). Suspensor PCD is regulated by a
cystatin (CYS) expressed specifically in the basal cell. It binds to protease CP14 and inactivates it (Zhao
et al., 2013). CYS expression decrease releases CP14 from its inactivity and it triggers suspensor PCD.
Hamayan genome encodes CYS homolog (Luo et al., 2016). In SR1 x Hamayan hybrids, CYS is expressed
biparentally but a decrease in expression is detected only for maternal copy. Suspensor PCD is thus
proposed to be regulated maternally. A recent study shows another maternal control of the process.
Gibberellin produced in maternal tissues is transported into the suspensor (Shi et al., 2019). There, it
binds to GID1 – gibberellin receptor. This interaction induces binding of DELLA proteins and mediates
their degradation. CRF1 is a DELLA protein that binds CYS promoter and stimulates its expression. As
gibberellin from maternal tissues reaches the suspensor, CRF1 is degraded and CYS expression falls.
Maternal control of suspensor PCD could thus be a combination of maternally derived gibberellin and
a decrease of maternal CYS expression. It could be interesting to investigate if CRF1 expression is
maternally biased as well. Another question is whether decrease of maternal CYS only would be
observed in an isogenic background.

2.2.4 Oryza sativa
Rice has traditionally been divided into two subspecies – O. sativa subsp. indica and O. sativa subsp.
japonica. Genomes of more than 3,000 rice accessions have been sequenced. Sequence analysis
revealed vast genetic diversity in O. sativa species and divided it into nine subgroups (Wang et al.,
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2018). In studies cited in this thesis, crosses between cultivars of indica and japonica were performed
to investigate ZGA asymmetry.
Parent-of-origin expression after ZGA is now well-documented in rice. Parental genomes do not play
an interchangeable role in early embryogenesis. Rice has a developed system for in vitro fertilization
based on gamete electrofusion (Uchiumi et al., 2007). It is thus possible to observe early embryo
development in polyploid zygotes. Surprisingly, zygote division is sensitive to the excess of paternal
genome only (Toda et al., 2018). Even though study in 2017 revealed high maternal bias in gene
expression in the zygote, genes expressed exclusively from paternal allele were identified as well,
including WOX8/9 homolog (Anderson et al., 2017). A recent study identified only paternal alleles to
be expressed in a highly monoallelic fashion in early embryogenesis (Rahman et al., 2019). Such
expression was observed for BABY BOOM-LIKE 1 (OsBBML1), a gene encoding a well-known
transcription factor. If BBML1 expression is induced in the egg cell in rice, embryo development starts
without the need of fertilization (Khanday et al., 2019). Male-expressed BBML1 is thought to activate
expression from the maternal allele later. BBML1 expression switches into a biparental expression.
BBML1 in rice functionally reminds of SSP in A. thaliana. From evolutionary viewpoint, it could be
beneficial for some species to avoid asexual reproduction thanks to parent-of-origin gene expression.

2.2.5 Zea mays
Zea mays is a diverse crop with more than 135 000 accessions worldwide. In maize, paternal transcripts
have been identified in the zygote stage for more than 20 genes in UH005 x UH031 inbred line cross
(Meyer and Scholten, 2007). Early activation of paternal alleles is suggested to contribute to hybrid
vigour. A recent study confirms that parent-of-origin gene expression in early embryo is not global
(Meng et al., 2018).

2.2.6 Triticum aestivum
To date, there is no study investigating activation of paternal genome or parent-of-origin expression
in embryo in wheat.

2.3 Genomic imprinting in plant embryogenesis
As shown in previous section, a few genes display parent-of-origin gene expression only in early
embryo development. Such genes are later expressed biparentally. However, there is also evidence
that a few genes maintain parent-of-origin gene expression longer. Genomic imprinting is well known
in the endosperm. Endosperm is a transient structure which does not genetically contribute to next
generation. There is thus no need to erase and reset epigenetic marks in endosperm chromatin. On
the other hand, if there is imprinted gene expression in the embryo, it is necessary to do it before
gametes are produced. As plants do not set aside the germ cell line like animals do, epigenetic marks
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could be erased any time during vegetative development. Genomic imprinting in plant embryo is
considered rather controversial in the scientific community.
The first imprinted gene – maternally expressed in embryo1 (mee1) – in embryo was discovered in
maize (Jahnke and Scholten, 2009). It is maternally expressed in both embryo and endosperm. mee1
is detected neither in egg cells nor in sperm cells. In embryo, it is expressed between 3 days after
pollination (DAP) and 8 DAP. Differential methylation of maternal and paternal alleles is believed to
explain parent-of-origin gene expression. Interestingly, maternal allele is thought to be demethylated
shortly after fertilization and remethylated later in embryo development. Genes with specific parentof-origin expression in embryo have been identified since (Meng et al., 2018). Most of strongly
imprinted genes identified in the study show parent-of-origin expression from early stages of embryo
development. Methylation of paternal and maternal alleles of these genes has not been assessed.
Genes with continuous parent-of-origin expression in embryo are known in A. thaliana as well (Raissig
et al., 2013). Interestingly, histone modification – differential methylation of H3K27 – and not DNA
methylation is suggested to cause parent-of-origin gene expression. Epigenetic marks are thought to
be erased in late embryogenesis or early in vegetative development, as biparental expression is
detected in the seedlings. The role of imprinted genes is unclear. T-DNA insertion lines of identified
imprinted genes do not have a phenotype. This could be caused by redundancy. An alternative
explanation would be that these genes play a minor role in embryo development.
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Conclusion
In contrast to the animal model, zygotic genome is activated before the first zygotic division in different
plant species. However, transcripts and proteins present in the gametes can participate in
embryogenesis, as demonstrated by SSP, ESF1-3 and HDG11/12 in Arabidopsis thaliana. Due to
conflicting results, it is not clear whether paternal and maternal genomes are activated symmetrically.
Current evidence points to locus-specific activation symmetry. In different plant species, both
paternally and maternally biased gene expression has been detected in early embryogenesis. Most
genes are expressed biparentally at later stages of embryogenesis. Only a few genes have been
identified to maintain parent-of-origin gene expression. These are considered imprinted. Genomic
imprinting remains controversial in embryo. It might be based on different mechanisms in different
plant species. Undoubtedly, parent-of-origin gene expression in plant embryogenesis and its
evolutionary significance deserve further scientific attention.
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